
Specialist workwear and laundry service 



Every employer shall ensure that suitable personal protective equipment is
provided to his employees who may be exposed to a risk to their health or safety 
while at work except where and to the extent that such risk has been adequately 
controlled by other means which are equally or more effective
Regulation 4 of the Personal Protection Equipment at work regulations 1992
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Why phs Besafe?

At phs Besafe we understand that organisations most precious 
asset is its staff. When your employees are kept protected and 
comfortable, not only will they be happy but your regulators and 
inspectors will be too.
The right workwear, properly maintained and laundered, provides the protection your employees need, whether it
be from rain, cold, dark or hazardous conditions. Without the right maintenance in place, your workwear can become
ineffective and non-compliant.

phs Besafe provides a garment supply and laundering service for high visibility and PPE 
workwear for over 3,000 UK sites, helping ensure the safety and comfort of thousands
of people.

From measuring and supply, to tracking and delivery, you can rest assured that your employees 
will always have clean, comfortable and compliant workwear whenever they need it.

How phs Besafe can help:

We’re continually striving to maintain and exceed the high stanards of service you would 
expect from your workwear supplier.

Developed for optimum functionality and durability, phs uses unique fabrics and design 
features to provide the very best in comfort, fit functionality and longevity for garments that 
need to perform in the most demanding of environments.

Reliable Products

We provide nationwide coverage with fast and friendly local service and pride ourselves 
on being different from other providers. We sort and segregate all laundry by hand and 
individually inspect every garment for repairs. For added reassurance, our customers recieve 
the benefit of a dedicated account manager, which will provide you with regular reporting.

Reliable Service

Our unique laundry process is designed to take the best care of your workwear, respecting 
the fabric of the workwear and preserving the waterproof and Hi Viz properties of the 
garment, extending its life in the process.

Unique Laundry Process
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We take care of everything Garment packages

Managed workwear solutions
tailored to your requirements

Full service rental 

laundry service. The full rental service solution 

workwear and includes our unique laundering 

costs and control your budget.

Clean & maintain

Allows your employees and their garments to 

you want to purchase garments outright.

Garment rental

rental, but without an inclusive laundry facility. 

If required, you can still take advantage of our 

laundry service but on a Clean and Maintain basis, 

as and when you need it.

Direct purchase

All our garments can be purchased outright and
available for all clean and maintain customers.

There are 850,884 phs Besafe garments 

in circulation across the UK

We deliver to 

9,170
delivery points 

across the UK

• High quality garments, always in stock 

and available for fast delivery 

•

comfort and protection

• All garments are barcoded to allow easy 

• Fast and convenient delivery 

and collection including small 

laundry batches 

• Unique laundry process to improve the 

garments lifespan 

• Garments laundered with specially 

formulated detergent to ensure the 

removal of oils and grease 

• Meticulous garment inspections and if 

necessary repairs

• Options for the delivery of garments 

directly to individual lockers

• Individual customer point of contact 

and access to web portal for invoices 

and service schedules

• Secure garment removal and disposal 

at end of life 

• Advice on what garments are best 

suited for your environment
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•      High quality garments, always in stock
       and available for fast delivery

•      Measuring service to ensure fit,
       comfort and protection

•      All garments are barcoded to allow easy
       identification, tracking and reporting

•      Fast and convenient delivery
       and collection including small 
       laundry batches

•      Unique laundry process to improve the
       garments lifespan

•      Garments laundered with specially
       formulated detergent to ensure the
       removal of oils and grease

•      Meticulous garment inspections and if
       necessary repairs

•      Options for the delivery of garments
       directly to individual lockers

•      Individual customer point of contact
       and access to web portal for invoices
       and service schedules

•      Secure garment removal and disposal  
       at the end of life

•      Advice on what garments are best
       suited for your environment

We take care of everything
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Garment packages

We deliver to

delivery points
across the UK

9, 170



 

phs Besafe use a unique wash process that respects the fabric
of the workwear, preserving the waterproof and high visibility 
properties of the garment, extending garment life.

To ensure garments are laundered on the correct wash 
cycle, all items that pass through our industrial workwear 
laundry services are hand sorted and segregated by their 
specialist properties, including flame retardant and
high visibility.

Following segregation, each garment is laundered
and dried at a low tempreture to protect the fabric, 
reflective tape, zips and logos. We use specialist 
detergents that are designed to be skin friendly,
ensuring that laundered workwear items are
returned odour-free and, crucially, irritant-free.

phs Besafe unique laundry process

The was process is designed to be tough on oil and grease, yet 
kind enough to prevent fading and garment damage.
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98.4%
customer satisfaction with 
our products and services
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The process

1.   Workwear is scanned on reciept at 
       the laundry

2.   Garment types are segregated

3.   High visibility Bright Gear and Flame    
      Gear garments are laundered at 40 
      degrees in small drum machines

4.   Garments are dried at low tempretures

5.   Once laundered, garments are hand  
      checked for any degregation or damage

6.   Repairs are made where necessary, 
      using the same material of manufacture, 
      to form an invisible repair

7.   Garments are scanned out and ready to 
      be returned to your site
      (Turnaround time is 1 week)

The process
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phs Besafe offers personalisation of workwear 

with your coperate logo, helping promote your

company identity and giving customers and staff 

the right impression of your brand. Logos can be 

heat sealed or embroidered onto most garments 

and are available in single or multiple colours.

Reliable Service

phs Besafe packages together each employees 

required workwear items, making it easier for you 

to distribute garments to your employees..

Workwear manpacks

phs Besafe offers a tailored web 

portal for all customers. The portal 

provides the ability to recieve live 

information relating invoices,

garments reports and account 

information. However, all information 

displayed is only for viewing and 

cannot be edited by the customer.

Reliable Service

Additional Services

How phs web portal can help you

Wearers:

•      Manage wearers details

Garments

•      View individual garment

        information  (wearer name,

        size, last scanned and number

        of washes)

•      Check status of garments

Lockers

•      View locker details

•      Show locker availability

Reports and documents

•      Pull reports on wearer lists,

        wearer inventory and

        scanned documents

•      View invoices and

       contact information

1.2million
We launder over

workwear garments every year
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Many uniforms could be used fraudulently if they fall into the 
wrong hands, providing criminals access to restricted sites 
for the purpose of theft, criminal damage or causing harm to 
individuals.

phs Besafe’s garment destruction service can help
protect your brand, clients, employees and members of the 
public by ensuring that all garments are destroyed when no 
longer required, keeping them out of the hands of fraudsters.

The Process

•      Affix a red tag to the redundant garment(s)

•      Place garments into a laundry bag

•      Garments are collected as part of the regular service schedule

•      Redundant garments are sorted and scanned to be removed

        from the database

•      Redundant garments are laundered and then shredded at one  

        of our UK destruction centres.

Additional Services continued
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Unit 16 Coneygree Estate, Tipton,
West Midlands, DY4 8XP

0330 588 4100  |  Besafesales@phs.co.uk  |  www.phsbesafe.co.uk

phs Group a company registered in England & Wales. Company Registration No. 05384799


